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unfortunately we were not able to get a
Berlinerweisse or a Weissbock. Corey Clayton
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stepped up to the plate to accept. Details are on
page 9.
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guest that you bring. Sign up on the website
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ERDINGER WEISS (5.3% abv, Erding,
Germany): Light color, with a slight haze.
Highly carbonated and refreshing, with a crisp
mouthfeel and noticeable wheat flavour.

AVINGER UR-WEISS (Aying, Germany): It is
described as a Bavarian Dunkel-Weizen, but
its color is light gold; much lighter than many

TREE HEFEWEISSEN (5% abv, Tree Brewing,

Kelowna, BC): This had a very spicy, clove- and
cinnamon-like flavour. Its taste was sharper and
more acidic than the "real" German Hefeweissen,
with plenty of wheat flavour. Actually, I liked it
better than the Hacker Pschorr.

dunkel-weizens. The aroma is very malty and
bread-like, though, as expected in a

VELVET FOG (4.5% abv, Wild Rose Brewery) Pale

dunkel-weizen. It has a slightly heavier body

yellow, slightly cloudy. No clove or banana
presence. Crisp and refreshing, with a slightly
sweeter finish.

and less carbonation than the Erdinger Weiss,
but is still crisp and clean. I didn't perceive any
hop aroma or flavour.

MILL STREET BELGIAN WIT (5% abv, Mill Street

HACKER PSCHORR HEFEWEISSE (5.3%)
abv, Munich, Germany): Light, slightly cloudy.
Some isoamyl acetate (banana ester) is
detectable.

Brewery, Toronto): The most prominent element in
the nose is horses, followed by cloves. The body is
medium and the flavor is slightly sour. I couldn't
detect any coriander. I didn't hate this one, but it
tasted more like a Gueuze than a Wit to me.

This beer seemed drier and less acidic than
the previous two.

BLANCH DE CHAMBLY (Unibroue, Chambly,

Quebec): Cloudy and highly carbonated. Significant
presence of cloves (phenolic) and coriander in the
nose. Medium bodied, with a smooth mouthfeel
and slightly sweet finish.
IMPERIAL HEFEWEISSEN (7.5% abv, Pyramid

Brewing, California): This was slightly cloudy and
had a warm (alcoholic) mouthfeel. There were
significant esters (banana and apple) present.

Brian Read

yeastwranglers.ca
Dave pours the Fog.

long weekend in Madrid: cafe life & local brews
by Michael Nazarec

As luck would have it, I found myself in Madrid
recently for work, but also managed to find a few days to
enjoy the museums and the many cafes of this lovely old
world town. The core is the old city, with its various
'barrios', all linked together by old cobblestone streets
and tree lined 'calles' and easily walkable. There is also
an extensive Metro system for getting around beyond
downtown and out into Greater Madrid; population
approx. 5 million. Yet, with all the hustle and bustle of a
modern capital, Madrilenos still find time to relax at their

Many Cervecerias in Madrid are basically 'tied'

favourite bars, swapping stories with glasses of the local
dry vermouth (available everywhere on tap) or perhaps
quaffing down some cold beers at one of the many
indoor and outdoor Cervecerias, after a long warm day
on the run in the Spanish sun.
There are 25 active breweries in Spain, but only

pubs, serving the beers of the national brewer they
represent. Others are specialty pubs, and there are
more than a few Belgian Beer bars in the capital as well.
Also represented are the only two brewpubs in Madrid:
Cerveceria Naturbier and Cerveceria Magister, both

three companies take care of about 80% of the market.

located on opposite sides of Plaza Santa Ana in the city

Mahou-San Miguel and Damm, both Spanish owned,

centre.

are part of a national surge that saw much of the
brewing industry swap back into Spanish ownership in
recent years. Coors, Kronenburg and Guinness have
all pulled out of Spain. Heineken is the other big player,
having bought 5 local breweries from the Guinness
group in 1999.
As in most of the world, lager is the prevalent
beer style available in Spain. From the Cerveza Clasica
(4.6%), the Cerveza Especial (5.5%) through to the
occasional Cerveza Extra (6%+), all are basically
pilsners, rather pale, with varying degrees of amber,
lightly hopped and approximating German styles. That's
not to say there weren't some very interesting and tasty
choices: Cerveza Negra (dark/black brews), Tostada
(toasted/brown/dark amber), Rubia (pale), Rojas (red)

Naturbier serves up two brews, a Rubia and a
Tostada. Both are full bodied, all malt, and seemingly
unfiltered drafts - fresh and thirst quenching. The Rubia
exhibits some wheat maltiness in the flavour profile, is a
touch cloudy with hints of citrus, but well balanced with a
smooth finish. The Tostada is literally more toasty; hints
of darker malts, nuts, roasted grain and understated
hops culminating in a bigger middle and drier finish. This
pub has a small menu and a patio right on the Plaza
Santa Ana.

and even Abadia (Abbey) beers.

'tltlur&itr
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Across the Plaza and around the corner is
Cerveceria Magister featuring 4 brews and basically
free daily tapas every time you order one. There is also
a larger menu of tapas available. The beers available
were a Pilsen Rubia (5.5%) pale/straw colour, fairly dry,
with some underlying sourness detectable. The Munich
Tostada (5.8%) a somewhat hardier brew, deep
copper/brown, nut.malUroast notes. The special that day
was their Trigo "Pan de Agua" Integral. Literally,
"Wheat - Bread of Water", a cloudy, unfiltered German
style wheat, some citric and clove notes, big head, full
aroma. We missed the
Doble Bock super-extra (8.2%) unfortunately.

La Fabrica Museo de la Cerveza is a chain, but
with not a bad selection of beers. The five taps crossed
the spectrum from Amstel & Heineken to Paulander,
Affligem Dubbel & Guinness, and there were a
respectable number of bottled beers on the menu
including Adelscott, London Pride, Fischer and
Amstel Reserva (6.5%), plus all three Affligems. The
best brew here. however. was a Heineken product:
Legado de Yuste (6.5%) cerveza de
Abadia, is in fact a Spanish made
abbey beer of considerable quality. A
dark/golden amber colour and a fruity,

Madrilenos do have an affinity for good beer, and

malty nose lead the taste buds to a

so you might be surprised by what you find in some

clean, malt accented palate, well

small, family run bar/restaurants, like the EI Duende de

balanced with a smooth middle and a

la Cerveza for example. Like many pubs, there is a small

tiny hint of hops in the long dry finish.

stand up area at the bar as you enter, some small tables

This beer is dedicated to the return of

near by, or wait for service and get to one of the bigger

Carlos V and made in the style of the

tables in the back if you have a crowd. On tap that day

Flemish masters. Ole!

was Grimbergen Blonde and Grimbergen Dubbel,
Blanche de Brugges, Leffe and Maes. Not a bad start,
then I noticed what they had in the display fridge in
bottles: Judas, Mort Subite Extreme Kriek and

Also on tap is the very popular
Cruzcampo (5%), a premium
quality pilsner, light tasting with a
fine balance of malt and hops. It

Extreme Framboise and more Grimbergen - Optimo

has floral aromatics and a dry

Bruin. Like most places, a 3 course lunch is around 10

finish. The symbol of the brand is

Euros. And of course, there is always a free tapas with

Gambrinus, named after Jan

your first drink.

Primus the beer-loving 13th
century Duke of Brabant. They
also make a light version,
Cruzcampo Light Pilsner (2.4%).
It should be noted that low and no
alcohol brews are popular and
available at most bars. Beer prices
here range from 1.45 Euros for a
1/4 litre glass of Pilsner to 9.05
Euros for a liter of Affligem.
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Many neighborhood bars and Cervecerias
favour old fashioned, ornate and often stainless steel
taps for draft delivery, most dripping with constant
condensation, since many pubs do not seem to be
overly air conditioned, and the beer is always served
ice cold. This is much appreciated when parched
tourists sit down at outdoor cafes in the hot sun and
quaff cooling quantities of Estrella, San Miguel or
Mahou. There is nothing like a cold beer on a hot day
anywhere! And most places serve most beers in the
proper glasses too. I respect that.

By far, my favourite beer bar, and the best in
Madrid, is Cafeeke. In Flemish it means 'Little Cafe',
and that it is, but with a larger room upstairs and a patio
out front on the cobblestones, you are just a short
stumble from the Plaza Mayor, the centre of the old city.
The staff here are very friendly and know their
beers. There are 7 taps at the bar, two of which do
change monthly making room for specials. They serve
all of the Trappists, except Westvleteren, and a few

Oh yes, there are some great 'negra' beers to

are even on tap. In fact, Cafeeke is only one of 17 bars

be had. Mahou Negra and Alhambra Negra, both

in the world that has Chimay Tripel on tap. It sure was

actually light to medium in body, nice creamy tan

one of the best glasses of beer I've ever had!

head, generally malty, some roasted malt and

Also available are a fine selection of Lambics,

caramel notes, with enough hops to give them a long

Forbidden Fruit, Te Deum (Rubia & Rojas), Kwaak,

dry finish. These are quite lovely and thirst quenching

Achel, Leffe (Blonde & Bruin) and some lovely wheat

'schwartzbiers', but hard to find.

beers. I was turned onto Misty Blanche, a tasty Wit

Another note about Madrid. A lot of people

Beer brewed by Du Bocq of Purnode-Yvoir, Belgium.

still smoke, and a lot of places allow smoking on their

Pale & cloudy with a big frothy head and a champagne

premises, inside as well as on patios. This is usually

like effervescence, there are definite notes of citric

noted with some official gov't certificate posted on the

wheatiness and big hints of coriander, this brew is well

way in. It seems to not get in the way of enjoying the

balanced and refreshing.

wonderful cafe life Madrid has to offer, as most

Visit Cafeeke if you are in Madrid, definitely!!

people are courteous. Cheers!

Michael Nazarec

Cafes and Cervecerias surround the famous Plaza Mayor at the centuries old cobblestone
center of Madrid. Pull up a chair, order a cerveza and watch the world go by.

by Darren Bender
If you are a kit brewer or extract brewer
thinking of making the leap to all-grain
brewing, you are probably going to need a
few extra pieces of equipment. The most
important one is a mash & lauter tun (MLT) for
mashing your grains. Building an MLT from a
cooler is an easy and fun project, and
relatively inexpensive too. All you need is a
decent cooler and a conversion kit. You can
buy commercial conversions for the cooler
that supply you with a pre-build bulkhead and
faucet, but off-the-shelf components from your
Parts List:

local hardware store work just as well, and
cost far less. I got all my hardware at Rona.
As for coolers, pretty much anything will work,

Here are the parts you will need for the conversion
(see picture, left to right):

but I really like the tall, round beverage
coolers. They are often hard to find and can
be pricey, but a good rectangular cooler
works well, also, especially if you can find one

-Rubbermaid 10 gallon round beverage cooler
-all stainless steel %" hose clamps x 2
-brass square head plug (Watts A-737)

that is rated to keep ice cold for four or five
days, like the Coleman Extreme cooler.

-%" x 12" (or larger) braided stainless steel (not

plastic!) supply hose

The style of MLT that I built was for batch
sparging, which I highly recommend to new all
grain brewers. To make it easy and cheap to
build, I used a stainless steel braid for

-3/8" female barb adapter (Watts A-298)
-5/8" stainless steel fender washer
-3/8" MIP x 1-1/2" brass nipple (Watts A-786)

straining the grist (wetted grains in the mash)
during lautering. But if you want to use a false

-seal from plastic spigot of cooler (shown below)

bottom or pipe manifold instead (e.g., if you

-Teflon tape (note: everything to the left of the tape in

want to fly sparge instead of batch sparge),

the picture above goes inside the cooler, and

one could easily make the substitution with

everything to the right goes outside)

this design. The bulkhead that goes through

-5/8" O-ring (preferably heat resistant, if you can find

the cooler wall is made from a brass nipple

one)

connector and a few washers to add rigidity

-3 x 5/8" fender washers

and obtain the correct spacing. The faucet is
a simple ball valve. That's it!

-3/8" threaded ball valve
-3/8" male barb adapter (Watts A-294)
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Step 3 - Outside Parts:
-pull brass nipple all the way through the hole in the

..

cooler, and insert O-ring (optional)

Assembly:
Step 1 - Remove the spigot from the
cooler:
-using a wrench to firmly hold the nut inside the cooler,
remove the plastic spigot from the Rubbermaid cooler
-retain the seal from the inside of the cooler for use in

-apply teflon tape to threads on nipple
-add fender washers as spacers to ensure a tight fit of

Step 2 below

the components once the ball valve is attached (mine

Step 2 - Inside parts:
Stainless steel braid:
-cut the ends off the stainless steel braided supply hose

needed 3 washers)
-attach the ball valve
-apply teflon tape to the male barb connector, and
attach it to the bal valve

using a hacksaw or rotary tool (my Dremel tool cut
II Gano" WiJter Cooler. Glaclerl!' contcniilnl III !/.... -

through the braid like nothing -- took about 60 seconds)
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-using a set of needle nose pliers, grab the flexible hose
inside the braid, and PUSH the braid off the hose (don't
pull!)
-insert the brass square head plug into one end of the
braid and secure with a hose clamp (or you can just
crimp down the end, but then the braid may float up in
your mash)

Step 4 - Attach Stainless Steel Braid
-slip a SS hose clamp over the open end of the SS
braid
-slide the braid onto the barb connector inside the
cooler, and tighten the hose clamp

Bulkhead:
- apply a few wraps of teflon tape to threads on the
brass nipple
-slide stainless steel washer onto brass nipple
-securely attach female barb adapter to brass nipple
-insert seal from plastic spigot on inside of cooler and
insert brass nipple inside

9-------------------.
The Finished Product:

Wort Challenge
The Wild Rose Wort Challenge is truly a
resounding success ! We will have a full roster of brews for our
competition in August and the tasting in September at our first
meeting of the new season. All those who signed up will get a
couple of reminders via email as we approach WORT DAY,
which will be

Thursday, JUNE 19th.
PLEASE PREPARE IN ADVANCE!
Have your yeast ready to go and any other ingredients
you might want to incorporate into your recipe standing by.
We will meet at the Wild Rose Brewery to pick up our wort
by 5:30 p.rn on Wort Day, so please bring a clean, well
marked glass carboy or stainless steel keg to take away your
beer-to-be. We will sanitize all containers at the brewery prior
to filling.
That's it. You now have an inexpensive but highly
effective mash & lauter tun!

Darren Bender

Let's not quibble. The cost is basically a buck a liter,
so if you want 20 liters, it'll be $20. If you want 16 liters, it'll
be $16. Please bring cash to pay upon pick up.
The basic wort is this:
1.044 Original Gravity
1.010 Target Finishing Gravity
2.4 to 3 SRM colour
7 IBU (North American hop)
90 % Pale 2-Row malt, some wheat malt
We all start with this base. What you do with it will be judged
in two categories:
A) Most Commercially Viable Beer and
B) Most Creative Brew
Judging will be done by Mike Tymchuk, Tina Wolfe and
David Neilly in late August. All entries should be at theWR
Brewery by Wednesday, August 20th. end of day.
Each entry is to consist of2 bottles (341 ml. minimum).
Judging will be done in a Best-of-Show format.. Also save a
few bottles for the September meeting where there will be a
C) Fan Favourite Award

voted on by all of us following the tasting of these wonderful
brews. Do your homework, plan your brew and be ready as
Wort Day is not far away.
For some helpful information on how to change your
wort in terms of gravity, colour and bitterness, check out Brian
Read's article on WORT MODIFICATION (page 10).

MN

Wort Modificadon
by Brian Read
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If dried malt extract is used to increase the gravity, similar
calculations can be used. I have determined empirically that 1
cup of dried malt extract dissolved in 1 1of water results in a
specific gravity of approximately 1.037 (Or, say 1.04 - it's not

I. CHANGING SPECIFIC GRAVITY:

all that exact!). I haven't tried to calibrate liquid malt extract

The specific gravity of water is 1.000 Anything higher than

but, it that's what you want to use, it's not that difficult to

this, in wort, is due largely to dissolved sugars. The effects of

determine. Just take a measured weight or volume of the

diluting wort with water can be simply calculated by

extract you're going to use, add it to water to a specific volume,

subtracting the contribution by water (i.e., 1.000), then

then measure the gravity of the solution.

applying the formula: VI x Gl

=

V2 x G2 (Where V is

II. ADDING BITTERNESS:

volume and G is the gravity contributed by the sugar)
If you want to make the wort more bitter (and you might, as it
e.g.: A wort has a specific gravity of 1.060. What is the

has only 13 IBU), you need to boil some hops in water for

resulting gravity if 5 liters of water are added to 10 1 of this
wort?

VI
V2

Gl

=

=

=
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consider the dilution factor: whatever volume you add will

15 1 (10 + 5)

reduce both the baseline SG and the bitterness.

0.060 (1.060 for original wort - 1.000 contributed by the

water portion of the original wort)
Therefore: 10 x 0.060

=

15 x G2, so G2 = (10 x 0.06)/15

about 90 minutes, then add it to the wort. Remember to

e.g. : You boil the hops in 2 1of water, then add this to 20 1of
wort, after filtering out the hops. Te background IBU will be

=

reduced from 13 IBU to 13 x (20/22) = 11.8 IBD. The

0.04. The SG of the diluted wort is thus 1.000 + 0.040 =

background SG will also be reduced from 1.044 to 1040 by

1.040.

dilution (see calculation in section I). If you are increasing the
SG as well as the bitterness, it may be a good strategy to use

If sugar is added to a solution, it changes the specific gravity

the water from the boiled hops to also introduce the sugar, malt

by approximately 0.003 for each 10 gil added. If the sugar is

extract, etc. you are adding.

dissolved in water before adding it to the wort, the effect of
dilution on the gravity of the original wort must also be

An approximate calculation of the bitterness you are adding is

accounted for, and the TOTAL volume after dilution is used

quite simple, just use this formula:

to calculate the number of g per 1 of sugar added.

IBU = hop bitterness x g of hops used x lOOO/volume in 1x 0.3.

e.g.: You have 20 1 of wort with a gravity of 1.044. You wish

The hop bitterness is specified on the package for the hops you

to increase its gravity to 1.048, by adding sugar which has

are using and is expressed as a percentage of alpha acids

been dissolved in 21 of water. How much sugar is required?

present, so the figure you use will be divided by 100. The 1000
in the numerator converts g to mg, and the constant 0.3 is an

First, calculate the new SG of the wort, after diluting,

approximation of fraction of the hop alpha acids become

ignoring, for the present, the effect of the dissolved sugar:

isomerised (structurally modified) during the boil, so that the
bitterness is perceived.

VI x G 1 = V2 x G2
20 x 0.044

=

22 x G2

e.g. : You start with 20 1of wort with a bitterness of 13 IBU and
wish to end up with 22 1 (i.e.: add the hops boiled in 2 1of

Therefore G2 (the gravity contributed by the sugar in the
original wort, after adding 21 of water to 20 1of wort) is (20
x 0.044)/22 = 0.040.

therefore be 1.040, so enough sugar to raise the gravity of 22
1of solution by 0.008 (1.048 - 1.040) will be required.

58.67 g of sugar

with a bitterness rating of 4%. How many g of hops are
required?

The gravity of the diluted wort, ignoring added sugar, will

Therefore sugar required will be 10 x (0.008/0.003) x 22

water) at a bitterness level of 43 IBD. You are using Saaz hops,

Residual IBU in final volume is 13 x (20/22)

=

ll.8, therefore

31.2 IBU (43 - 11. 8) must be added.
IBU = (4/100) x g of hops x (1000/22) x 0.3

=

Therefore g of hops needed is 31.2 x (100/4) x (20/1000) x
(1/0.3) = 52 g.

You will need to start off with more than 2 1of water,
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as some will evaporate during the boil. I'd suggest at
least 3 1; if the final volume is not exactly right, the
earth will still continue in its orbit!
III. BOTTLE PRIMING FOR CARBONATION:
Com sugar (glucose) is the best one to use to achieve
carbonation. Since the amount of C02 produced per
given weight of sugar is known (1 mole of glucose

by Brian Read

produces 2 moles of C02) it is possible to calculate
precisely what level of carbonation (expressed as
volumes of C02 per volume of beer) will be achieved

Opening Balance

$726.89

with a certain amount of sugar. Such precision would
require taking into account the volume of the beer and
of the headspace in each bottle, as well as the residual

Jun 4/08

dissolved C02 in the beer, from the fermentation, so it

Beer for meeting

becomes somewhat complicated. Fortunately, this

-$75.23

level of precision is not necessary. All you need to do
is the following:

Brian Read/

Jun 4/08

1. Do not prime and bottle the beer until the initial

$651.66

Income/4 yearly dues
+$80.00

$731. 66

fermentation is essentially complete, to avoid
excessive C02 produced from initial, unfermented

Jun 4/08

wort sugars.

Income/2 drop in fees
+$10.00

2. Ignore the dissolved C02 present in the wort before

Jun 7/08

$741. 66

M. Nazarec: stationery

priming - it's not all that significant.

-$17.95
3. Use the approximation that 1 volume of C02 per

$723.71

volume of beer represents 1.98 g of C02 per 1of wort.
Since 1 mole (181 g) of glucose yields 2 moles (88 g)
of C02, this means that each volume of C02 requires
1.98 x (181/88)

=

Jun 7/08

Darren Bender: ship beer
-$32.11

4.0725 g of glucose.

e.g. : You have 20 1of wort, which you wish to

(cheque 013)

(cheque 014)
$691.60

carbonate to a level of 2.3 volumes of C02. How
much com sugar should be added?
201 x 2.3 III x 4.07 gil

=

187.2 g.

Brian Read

upeOMING BSSR TMTINGe
July = European Pilsners
plus Liquid vs Dry Yeast Tasting

September = WR Wort Challenge Winners
October = Marzen
November = Dubbels
December = Winter Warmers
January = Imperial Beers (Stout, IPA, Pilsner)

Jason, Joy & Jamie's Cross Canada Brew Tour Continues, Part 4: Quebec
Je voudrais une biere, s'il vous plait. That's the extent of the

each wall, terraces blooming with flowers, and hundreds of

French we needed in Quebec. And for two of us, that was a great

lights criss-crossing above and you have a slight image of this

relief. We entered Quebec excited to take in all this unique and

gem. A must-see for all visitors to Montreal.

expansive province had to offer. Top of the list was a variety of
beer to be sampled, and somewhere close to the top of the list
was the Just For Laughs festival. Fittingly enough, that
happened to go great with beer. Copious amounts of beer.

We began our love affair with Unibroue in Montreal
(http://www.unibroue.com). With eight varieties covering all
aspects of a discerning palate, Unibroue was a delight. We
were informed that it was a basic right of passage for all

Montreal was top on our list. We settled into Pointe Claire, a
primarily English-speaking suburb of Montreal, and made daily
trips in and around the city. Old Montreal's winding streets,
narrow cobblestone roads, and chorus of French sounds made
you believe you were traversing through a city in Europe. The
beer in all of it's eclectic glory reminded us we were indeed
somewhere special.

Quebecois and guests. We began with La Fin Du Monde, a
strong-styled triple. This beer has a strong legacy and fan base
after only 14 years of existence. It was exciting for us to realize
we loved more than La Fin Du Monde. Blanche de Chambly,
a wheat ale, was also enjoyed on many patios. It was also
discovered that the more Unibroue you imbibed, the more the
images on the bottles sparked conversation. Joy's pick:
Blanche de Chambly. Jamie's pick: La Fin Du Monde.

McAuslan Brewing (http://www.mcauslan.comD varieties, there

Jason's pick: Maudite (strong amber ale).

are nine, are readily found in most pubs around the city. Creative
creations, ranging from St-Ambroise Pumpkin Ale to
St-Ambroise Vintage Ale show a brewery that is not afraid to
take chances. It was encouraging to see so many pubs carrying
the local favourite, and reassuring to see your pub neighbour
mirroring your choice. McAuslan Brewing products are
available in Calgary. If you email jmoore@mcauslan.com they
are able to advise you store locations. We highly recommend
checking out this beer. .. Joy's pick: St-Ambroise Apricot
Wheat Ale. Jamie's pick: St-Ambroise Oatmeal Stout. Jason's
pick: Griffon Red Ale.

It was with heavy hearts, and let's be honest, aching heads, that

we left Montreal. Getting off the main roads we began
meandering towards Les Bieres de Nouvelle-France Inc. Now
you need to understand, we were sure we were on our way to
the middle of nowhere. And we were. Located in the small
town of Saint-Alexis-des-Monts, Les Bieres de
Nouvelle-France is a drawing point for tourists, and with just
cause. The on-site brewery also contains a gift shop and a brew
pub. We also warn you that a trip to a town this small and
remote in Quebec also requires French beyond Je voudrais une

biere, s'il vous plait. Indeed, saying the aforementioned phrase
A must if you find yourself in Montreal is Le Sainte- Elisabeth

resulted in an onslaught of dialogue. Between the three of us

pub. It is in a tough to find location, 1412, rue Saint- Elisabeth

we think we offered to import their beer to Alberta.

but when you find it, you will understand why it was worth the
effort. Fashioned after a traditional European pub, Le SainteElisabeth is overflowing with beer choices and character. With a
beer menu ranging from standard European favourites (Leffe,
Harp and Hoegaarden) to local microbrew upstarts (Boreale
and Cidre Mystique) there is indeed something for each beer
drinker. The true secret of Le Sainte- Elisabeth is a trip upstairs
to the top level bar. A newcomer to this locale is shocked to see
the secret garden that exists in the courtyard. Picture a 45 metre
high enclosed courtyard with vines covering
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The language barrier did not impede our love of their beer.

BJELGIAN WIT BJEJER RJECIPJE~

Messagere; a gluten-free beer, Ambree de Sarrasin; a copper
coloured beer, Blonde d'Epeautre and Claire Fontaine; a rice
and barley beer are all the offered varieties. As we sampled each
in their brewpub, we took in the sites through the glass wall into
the brewery. We watched as an employee who had erred in the
labeling of bottles was soaking each and hand peeling off the
labels. A lesson in efficiency was learned by all. luckily we only
had to watch.

This is a beer I created about 10 years ago for my
wife Lori. I brewed it every year in late spring
and put it in special bottles just for her and her
friends. It was a big hit and made brewing at
home just a bit easier. Cheers!

Dave Neilly
This was the Gold Medal winner at the

Aurora Brewing Challenge 2005

As we left Les Bieres de Nouvelle-France we were sure that
this was our final stop in Quebec. The blessing of basic French
once more smiled upon us. The word "microbrasserie"
screamed at us from a tiny road sign. It's amazing what your
eyes will catch when they are trained. This led us to Breughel
(www.breughel.com). Picture the last place you'd ever expect
to find a brewery and you'd have Breughel. Now add in the
most bizarre combination of African art. We were equally
confused. Boasting nine varieties of beer and a wall with their
fermentation recipe this was a highlight of the cross country
journey. We sampled beer at their counter and purchased their
wares for the remainder of the trip.

Grain
5 Lbs Pilsner Malt
4 Lbs Wheat Malt
1 Lb Flaked Wheat
Hops
1.25 oz Tettnanger 2.7 AA for 60 min
.75 oz Tettnanger 2.7 AA for 30 min
Spices
.5 grams Cardamom Seeds - pre boil
21 gms India Coriander - ground - last 5 min
14 gms Bitter orange peel (Cura~ao) - ground -last 5
mIll

14 gms Sweet orange peel- ground -last 5 min
Mash/Sparge water - Filtered through a charcoal filter
and lightly acidified with lactic acid.
Boiled 30 liters for 90 min with a final volume of 24
liters cooled to 66F

Ahhh Quebec ... we have fond memories of your beer. At least
the pictures tell us we should. Makes us wonder if their license
plate slogan is at all appropriate: Je me souviens. There is a lot
we don't remember! Thanks to a digital camera and a spiral
notebook, we have some semblance of research. Good times
indeed.

Joy Ashford

Wyeast - Belgium Wheat Yeast #3942I used a 500 ml starter.
Mash temp was @ 150F for 1 hour - Raise to 168F
for 10 min - Sparge water @ 170F
Fermentation @ 68 F
OG@ 1.050
FG@ 1.012
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WILDROSE
Brewery

Thanks to all those who signed up for shirts at
the June meeting. I will be checking into
quantities and prices based on what
everybody wants, and will get back to
everyone with final costs as soon as I can. We
will also use the logo on CTYW Tasting
Glasses to be used at the Brewery for our
meetings. They will also be available for the
membership to buy at a reasonable cost.

SUMMER BREAK
This is the last issue of the CowTown Yeast

WRanglers Newsletter before our summer break.
We resume publishing in September. Please free
free to send in photos, beer reviews and articles of
your beer adventures at any time! I am always
collecting text and pictures for future issues, so if you
are sitting on a patio some beautiful day in the next
couple of months and find the perfect beer that
afternoon, tell me about! Have a great summer
everyone!

fezz@telus.net

DRINK, DDN'T DRIVE!
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